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Surveying America’s troubled
roadways from a ’49 Hudson
D

Top, the Versys on Skyline Drive in Virginia.
Two cylinders proved fine for touring.

DAN McNICHOL

SUV’S APPEAL
MAKES A LEAP
TO THE WORLD
OF 2 WHEELS
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Clockwise from above, Dan McNichol and Per Christiansen, whose nickname is the Hudson Whisperer, at the garage where they brought Mrs. Martin back to life; underhood attention this month
in Louisville, Ky.; beneath Louisville’s aging Kennedy Bridge on the Low and Slow Tour; Christiansen in 1966 with his 1949 Hudson; connecting the radiator hose after the six-cylinder engine was
installed; Mrs. Martin on the way to Boston in 2011 after being rescued from a barn in upstate
New York; Hudson claimed the step-down design made its cars the lowest on the road.
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undreds of miles from home and
exploring, at a decidedly relaxed pace,
roads I’d never ridden in the mountains
of West Virginia, an unusual thought popped into
my head: If I were a passenger on the back of this
Kawasaki, I could probably fall asleep.
No doubt the snaking asphalt and wildly varied
scenery – rugged terrain whose forest growth was in
a different phase of changing from winter to spring
every few miles – would have kept me awake. But
nothing in the behavior of the 2015 Kawasaki
Versys 650 would intrude on savoring the comfort.
At a gawking tourist’s pace, roughly 50 miles an
hour in top gear, the Versys experience is sublime
– smooth, quiet and effortless. Those are not attributes I’d normally welcome in a motorcycle, but on
a 1,000-mile sightseeing trek early this month, they
were ideally matched to the moment.
The calm demeanor was a pleasant bonus from
a motorcycle that has greater ambitions and talents.
The profile of the Versys 650, an updated entry
in the fast-growing class of machines known as
adventure motorcycles, is more daring. These are
supposed to be the SUVs of the two-wheel world
– capable on the highway yet equipped and ready
for off-road excursions – complete with imagery
that involves dusty trails, remote campgrounds and
meals cooked over an open fire.
My test bike, a Versys 650 LT, is Kawasaki’s
latest take on the trend. It has the expected specs,
including lots of ground clearance, a wide handlebar and an upright seating position. For 2015, it
has been extensively updated, most notably with far
sportier styling of the fairing, a larger windshield
and improvements to the suspension and brakes.
The parallel-twin engine, now with full rubber
mounting, is a willing partner when you want to
pick up the pace, though not necessarily an inspiring one (despite being drawn from the Ninja 650
sportbike). It makes useful power from 3,000 rpm
and is perfectly agreeable at the 75 mph pace of the
Interstate, though a bit of vibration makes it slightly less happy at 65 mph. The six-speed transmission
is a smooth-shifting delight.
The LT version of the Versys 650, new for
2015, adds handguards and hard-shell luggage
to the mix. The bags proved easy to remove and
replace at each night’s stop, easily hauling all the
gear needed for a week on the road. Together, these
additions elevate the bike to being a viable long-distance mount, short of the comforts of a dedicated
touring bike but far more versatile.
Kawasaki may have reached too far when it first
introduced the Versys 650 to the U.S. as a 2008
model, with styling that baffled onlookers and a
mission that was not fully defined. The 2015 model rights those missteps in every way, and its refined
backroad manners, with an ability to keep going
when the pavement ends, amply compensate.

Below, the to-do list of items to be addressed before setting off on a trip around the U.S.
in 2013. Some details, like the seatbelts and gas tank, were last-minute repairs.

Briefly: A midsize adventure-class motorcycle, set up for touring.
Sticker: $9,044 including destination
charge ($345) and LT equipment (saddlebags and hand guards).
Power: 649cc liquid-cooled twin with
fuel injection.
Mileage: Not EPA rated, but consistently over 54 mpg on a variety of roads.
Classmates: Honda NC700X, Suzuki
V-Strom 650XT.
+ Effective wind blocking, excellent
weatherproof luggage.
– Unavoidably tall seat, twitchy maneuvering at low speeds.
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an McNichol is driving 5,000 miles in a
rusty, leaking 1949 Hudson pulled from
its 60-year slumber in an upstate New
York barn some four years ago. But his cross-country drive does not exactly pay homage to Jack
Kerouac, the Beat Generation writer whose seminal
novel, “On the Road,” recounted adventurous road
trips, including one in just such a car.
Kerouac’s Hudson, you see, was new and shiny.
McNichol’s ride has been left in its ragged, asfound condition, the better to deliver a message.
“America’s infrastructure is as old, rusty and
energy-defunct as my 1949 Hudson,” McNichol
said. “This car is what our grid looks like, what our
bridges and dams look like.”
McNichol, who has published books and articles
about America’s Interstate Highway System, has
traversed the United States several times in vintage
Hudsons to draw attention to the nation’s infrastructure problems. The latest trip, called the Low and
Slow Tour, is being documented for Engineering
News-Record, a weekly construction trade magazine.
There’s plenty of decay to be seen. The American Society of Civil Engineers gave the nation’s
infrastructure a D+ grade for 2013, stating that
$3.6 trillion of investment was needed by 2020 for
upgrades. According to the federal government,
some 63,000 bridges in America – nearly a tenth –
are considered structurally deficient.
Two years ago, McNichol drove 12,000 miles
around the U.S. in this same Hudson on a tour he
called Dire States. This year’s Low and Slow Tour
began in Washington, D.C., on May 19 at an event
organized by McNichol’s sponsor, the American
Public Works Association. McNichol has a passenger, Aileen Cho, senior editor, transportation
projects, for ENR. They’re headed to San Francisco,
visiting Department of Public Works projects along
the way.
“I see the DPW departments as unsung heroes,”
McNichol said. “They’re underfunded and undermanned, essentially holding infrastructure together
with baling wire.”
After arriving in San Francisco by mid-June,
McNichol will head south to Los Angeles, ending
his journey in Phoenix at the public works association’s annual meeting.
McNichol, 53, became fascinated with infrastructure as a boy, visiting his father’s construction
sites. His devotion to Hudsons is more recent,
having begun only 12 years ago. He was attracted
to the 1948-54 models for their low-slung stance,
a result of the company’s “step-down” chassis
construction that nestled the cabin floor within the
frame rails rather than above them. The design gave
Hudsons agile handling, one reason they dominated early 1950s stock-car racing.
McNichol’s first Hudson, a 1951 Pacemaker,
broke down just miles from its unhelpful Ohio seller.
He towed it back to Boston with a rented U-Haul
truck. In a directory of Hudson club members, he
found Per Christiansen, who lived near Boston and
whose name was annotated with a wrench symbol –
indicating a willingness to help repair a broken car.
After discovering the man’s vast experience
working with Hudsons, McNichol nicknamed him
the Hudson Whisperer. Christiansen made the
Pacemaker roadworthy for McNichol’s cross-country jaunts and taught him a great deal about fixing
the old cars. He found the 1949 Commodore,
Hudson’s top-line model of the time, on eBay. The
two paid $2,500 for a car with 31,000 original
miles but needing much work. McNichol nicknamed it Mrs. Martin, after its original owner.
The engine block was cracked, and the interior
was caked with dirt and clay from driving unpaved
roads. Though the rear quarter panels were rusted,
the frame and rest of the body were deemed in good
condition. The two men replaced the crippled in-line
eight-cylinder engine with the 232 cu.-in. six from
McNichol’s Pacemaker and added a Hudson overdrive unit to the three-speed manual transmission.
“You can’t do this kind of trip without the
overdrive,” said McNichol, referring to gearing that
reduces engine speed and noise, and improves fuel
consumption during highway cruising. He reports
averaging 13.5 miles per gallon.
“This car is just barely capable of highway travel
compared to modern cars,” McNichol said. “Mrs.
Martin’s comfort level seems to be 60 mph. We just
take our time and rest at the gas stations.”
Although she’s been reliable for thousands of miles,
McNichol is mindful of her chronic maintenance
needs. Fluids for the radiator, clutch and differential
need to be topped off every 500 to 1,000 miles.
But the 66-year-old Hudson is accomplishing
what McNichol intended by attracting attention
and starting conversations about infrastructure.
“It’s not a complicated subject when you illustrate it with the car,” he said.

